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On silico peptide microarrays for high-resolution
mapping of antibody epitopes and diverse
protein-protein interactions
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We developed a new, silicon-based peptide array for a
broad range of biological applications, including potential
development as a real-time point-of-care platform. We used
photolithography on silicon wafers to synthesize microarrays
(Intel arrays) that contained every possible overlapping
peptide within a linear protein sequence covering the
N-terminal tail of human histone H2B. These arrays also
included peptides with acetylated and methylated lysine
residues, reflecting post-translational modifications of H2B.
We defined minimum binding epitopes for commercial
antibodies recognizing the modified and unmodified H2B
peptides. We further found that this platform is suitable for
the highly sensitive characterization of methyltransferases and
kinase substrates. The Intel arrays also revealed specific H2B
epitopes that are recognized by autoantibodies in individuals
with systemic lupus erythematosus who have elevated
disease severity. By combining emerging nonfluorescencebased detection methods with an underlying integrated
circuit, we are now poised to create a truly transformative
proteomics platform with applications in bioscience, drug
development and clinical diagnostics.
The development of highly multiplex, inexpensive proteomics tools
is crucial to deliver on the promise of individualized medicine and
point-of-care diagnosis1. We previously described a diverse group
of array technologies to profile autoantibodies in samples from
humans and animal autoimmune models 2,3, as well as antibodies
generated by vaccination4, to detect intracellular signaling states5
and perform multiplex characterization of soluble and cell-surface
analytes6. Other groups have described array-based approaches that
have led to discoveries in cancer7, neurodegenerative disease8, aging9
and allergy10. Although these and other innovative array techniques
have developed at a rapid pace, technological innovation has not produced adequate tools for the proteome-level assessment of biological
and clinical samples on the small and rapid scale that point-of-care
medicine demands11.

Many studies have used an in silico, or bioinformatics, approach to
characterize pathways or disease states. We hypothesized that creating
peptide arrays on a silicon surface (‘on silico’ arrays) could be transformative in the field because an integrated semiconductor circuit
could be created beneath each peptide feature, allowing for real-time
measurements and computations, neither of which are possible using
current fluorescence-based approaches. Here we describe a new, highdensity, scalable platform using microprocessor-grade silicon wafers
as a support surface (Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary
Methods). We used a maskless photolithographic approach to create
arrays of overlapping peptides comprising every possible combination
of contiguous amino acids within a naturally linear human polypeptide sequence. This synthesis process also permits the incorporation of
amino acids modified by the addition of functional groups, for example, lysine that is acetylated or methylated, into a growing peptide
sequence, allowing for a subsequent analysis of the interactions with
modified and unmodified peptides in parallel on the same microarray.
In previous published reports, photolithography has been used in a
variety of peptide-conjugation strategies involving both mask-based12
and maskless13,14 techniques to generate location-specific peptides
on microarray platforms using photolabile or acidlabile Di-tert-butyl
dicarbonate (t-BOC) protective groups; however, these approaches,
using glass slides as the synthesis substrate, are difficult and expensive
to scale up. In addition, they are limited in the number of unique and
overlapping sequences generated, the raw number of discrete peptide addresses and the ability to compare modified and unmodified
peptide epitopes in parallel. The use of silicon produces a surface that
is highly amenable to fluid-phase detection of peptide-reactive antibodies and other protein-protein interactions. Notably, when using
silicon, there is no intrinsic background fluorescence of the surface
when imaged in conventional microarray laser scanning systems, and
there is no requirement for a preblocking step because of the near
absence of nonspecific binding of biological molecules to the surface
(data not shown). We successfully leveraged mature semiconductor
fabrication technology to produce 68 individual arrays on 6-in silicon
wafers. This platform combines advances in two fields, semiconductor
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manufacturing and multiplexed biochemical detection, potentially
enabling the analysis of multiplex protein-protein interactions in real
time. Here we describe the utility of silicon-based peptide arrays,
which we have termed Intel arrays, for the high-resolution epitope
mapping of diverse commercial monoclonal and polyclonal antibody
probes, the characterization of the specific activity of protein lysine
methyltransferases and kinases at single–amino-acid precision and
the identification of patterns of autoantibody reactivity that correlate significantly with disease severity in a cohort of individuals with
systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE).
RESULTS
H2B peptide array design and synthesis
To show the power of the Intel array platform, we fabricated overlapping peptide arrays of a naturally linear region at the N terminus of
human histone H2B. H2B is a highly conserved protein that interacts

a

with DNA and other histone proteins that make up the intricate
chromatin structures that organize the eukaryotic genome15. H2B
is a major target for epigenetic regulation that is mediated by posttranslational modifications performed by kinases, peptidylarginine
deiminases, methyltransferases and acetyltransferases, among others,
and manipulation of H2B through the acetylation and methylation
of lysine within the linear N-terminal tail of the protein is crucial
for the regulation of chromatin homeostasis16. Histone epitopes,
including the N terminus of H2B, are also clinically important
autoantigens in SLE, drug-induced lupus, rheumatoid arthritis and
other diseases2,17,18.
Using a photolithographic process (Fig. 1a), we constructed arrays
of peptides corresponding to the N-terminal tail of H2B and ranging
in length from 1 to 21 amino acids (with the full sequence NH3PEPAKSAPAPKKGSKKAVTKA-COOH). The individual arrays were
comprised of unmodified peptides, peptides with acetylated lysine at
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Figure 1 Intel array design and construction. (a) Schematic depicting the photolithographic process to synthesize peptide microarrays on silicon wafers
(Online Methods). (b) 21-mer H2B peptide sequence synthesized on the array with acetylation (Ac) and dimethylation (Me2) sites annotated. (c) Layout
of features from a representative block on the array. Peptides spanning the 21-mer histone H2B sequence increase by one amino acid to the C terminus
along the base axis from left to right and decrease by one amino acid from the N terminus along the perpendicular axis from bottom to top, generating
an array of every possible contiguous H2B peptide fragment tiled at single-amino acid increments within the 21-mer sequence. The grid is symmetric
along the diagonal axis (highlighted). Peptide sequences for the outermost array features (boxed in red) are shown along the base and perpendicular axes.
Scale bar, 50 µm. (d) Schematic depicting the diced 6-in silicon wafer containing 68 individual Intel arrays (top). Each array contains 20 square grids
organized as depicted in c with either an unmodified 21-mer H2B sequence (Unmod.) or a sequence containing acetylated or dimethylated lysine at the
indicated positions (bottom).
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positions 5, 12, 15 and 20 and peptides with dimethylated lysine at
positions 5 and 11 (Fig. 1b). Each subarray is a square grid containing every possible peptide fragment within the 21-mer H2B sequence
arranged in sequential order (Fig. 1c). The H2B array contains 20
square grids that individually contain all possible contiguous H2B
peptide lengths, either unmodified or with acetyl and methyl groups
incorporated at specific lysine residues within the sequence, totaling
8,820 spatially addressable features (Fig. 1d). We routinely assessed
the peptide yield, purity and sequence fidelity of the Intel array using
on-chip staircase fluorescence assays, off-chip fluorescence HPLC,
mass spectrometry and highly sensitive kinase substrate assays and
found them to be equivalent to or better than those of the conventional peptide synthesis approaches (Supplementary Figs. 2–4 and
data not shown)19,20.
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Epitope mapping of commercial antibodies using Intel arrays
To determine the ability of Intel arrays to resolve epitopes that are
recognized by H2B-reactive antibodies, we probed the arrays with

a

commercial antibodies that have known H2B-binding capacity.
Arrays probed with the polyclonal antibody (pAb) 18977 (Abcam),
which is directed against the N terminus of H2B, showed a minimum
binding epitope of two N-terminal amino acids (Fig. 2a). Notably, at
higher concentrations, the pAb 18977 also showed moderate binding
to peptides containing acetylated Lys5 (Lys5(Ac)) and acetylated
Lys12 (Lys12(Ac)), with minimum binding epitopes of three amino
acids surrounding acetylated Lys5 (Ala4Lys5(Ac)Ser6) and a 5-mer
peptide containing acetylated Lys12 (Lys11Lys12(Ac)Gly13Ser14
Lys15) (data not shown). The monoclonal antibody (mAb) 52988
(Abcam) recognizes the H2B epitope surrounding acetylated Lys20.
The Intel arrays showed reactivity at only peptide features containing C-terminal acetylated Lys20, indicating that a minimum peptide
length of four amino acids containing acetylated Lys20 is required
for the binding of mAb 52988 (Fig. 2b). mAb 62335 (Abcam) is
directed against an H2B epitope surrounding acetylated Lys15. Intel
arrays probed with this antibody revealed reactivity at minimal binding epitopes composed of only two amino acids, Ser14Lys15(Ac)
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Figure 2 Epitope mapping of polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies using H2B Intel arrays. (a) Map with single–amino-acid resolution of the epitope
recognized by the H2B-reactive pAb 18977 showing that a minimum of two N-terminal amino acids (Pro1 and Glu2, inset) are required for antibody
binding. N-term, N-terminal. (b) Epitope map for the mAb 52988, which is directed against residues surrounding acetylated Lys20 (Lys20(Ac)),
showing a minimum binding requirement of either Ala17Val18Thr19Lys20(Ac) or Val18Thr19Lys20(Ac)Ala21. (c) Epitope map and minimum peptide
binding requirements for the mAb 62335, which is directed against residues surrounding Lys15(Ac) of H2B. The minimum binding requirements were
determined to be Ser14Lys15(Ac) and Lys15(Ac)Lys16. (d) Epitope map for the mAb 40886, which is directed against residues surrounding Lys5(Ac),
showing the binding of acetylated lysine (Lys(Ac)), both at position 5 in the context of a peptide of at least 3-mer and also of Lys(Ac) alone or in
peptides at positions 12, 15 and 20. For each antibody, the ‘All (Ac)’ subarray containing acetylated lysine at positions 5, 12, 15 and 20 is enlarged.
The grid schematic for each antibody corresponds to reactivity within the enlarged All (Ac) subarray. The color bars indicate the observed median
fluorescence intensity (MFI) at each peptide feature.
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Figure 3 Detection of dimethlyated Intel array peptides and direct
monomethylation of lysine-containing Intel array peptides by the PKMT
SETD7. (a) Epitope map for the pAb directed against dimethylated
Lys11 (Lys11(Me2)) (07-751) showing minimum binding requirements
of Lys11(Me2) within the 3-mer Pro10Lys11(Me2)Lys12; as well as
Lys5(Me2); Lys12Gly13Ser14; Lys15Lys16; and Thr19Lys20.
The subarray containing dimethylated lysine at positions 5 and 11,
‘All(Me2)’, is enlarged. The grid schematic shows the reactivity within the
enlarged All(Me2) subarray. (b) Scanned image of an Intel array after a
PKMT reaction with SETD7 and subsequent detection using a pan-methyl
antibody (ab23366). The image and grid schematic show the reactivity
within an unmodified subarray. The minimum peptide content required
for methylation by SETD7 on the Intel arrays is Pro10Lys11Lys12
or Gly13Ser14Lys15. The color bars indicate the observed median
fluorescence intensity (MFI) at each peptide feature.
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We found loss of reactivity to peptides containing dimethylated Lys5
but not to peptides containing dimethylated Lys11 or unmodified
lysine (Supplementary Fig. 6f). This result indicates that within the
polyclonal mixture of antibodies constituting the pAb 07-751, there
are at least two clones recognizing distinct epitopes of H2B, and further highlights the power of the Intel arrays for deeply characterizing
reactivity patterns of mixtures of polyclonal antibodies.
Enzymatic modification of Intel array peptides
Protein lysine methyl transferases (PKMTs) mediate the addition
of methyl groups to lysine residues in the N-terminal tail of H2B16.
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or Lys15(Ac)Lys16, which contain acetylated Lys15; however, mAb
62335 also showed crossreactivity with both unmodified and dimethylated H2B peptides (Fig. 2c). Intel arrays probed with the mAb
40886 (Abcam), which recognizes acetylated Lys5 of H2B, showed
reactivity to acetylated Lys5, but we also found binding of the antibody at the acetylated lysines at positions 12, 15 and 20 (Fig. 2d).
Titrations of the antibodies 52988 and 62335 showed a concentration-dependent decrease in signal on the array, and, compared to
indirect ELISA, the array platform showed only slightly decreased
sensitivity for antibody 52988 and when using dilutions of antibody
62335 that were at least 2,500× (Supplementary Fig. 5). We verified
the specific epitopes for each antibody in preclearing experiments
using unmodified and acetylated H2B peptides conjugated to sepharose beads (Supplementary Fig. 6a–e).
To verify the site-specific methylation of the H2B peptides synthesized on the Intel arrays, we used a rabbit pAb (07-751, Millipore) that
is targeted to dimethylated Lys11. We characterized its reactivity not
only to a minimum peptide epitope containing dimethylated Lys11
(Lys11(Me2)) (Pro10Lys11(Me2)Lys12) but also to peptides containing dimethylated Lys5 and unmodified peptides (Fig. 3a). To assess
the nature of the polyclonal reactivity of this antibody, we performed
a preclearing experiment using an H2B peptide dimethylated at Lys5.
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Figure 4 Conventional spotted microarray showing increased reactivity
to whole histones and post-translationally modified histone peptides in
sera from individuals with IFN-high SLE. (a,b) Heatmaps showing the
hierarchical clustering of peptide features identified using the SAM
algorithm as being significantly more reactive (q value < 0.0001)
in IFN-high sera. The SAM-identified whole-protein histone antigens (a)
and peptides (b) were statistically more reactive with autoantibodies in
the IFN-high sera. Unmodified H2B peptides, as well as H2B peptides
with acetylated lysines at position 5, 12, 15 and 20, are among the array
features identified by SAM to be significantly associated with disease
state in IFN-high SLE (q value < 0.0001). Ac, acetylated; aa, amino
acid; Me1, methylated; Me2, dimethylated; Me3, trimethylated;
P, phosphorylated. Lysine and threonine are shown with their single-letter
amino acid codes (K and T, respectively).
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To test whether site-specific methylation can be detected on the Intel
arrays, we incubated the arrays with SETD7, a PKMT known to methlyate H2B21. Incubation with SETD7 resulted in the addition of a
single methyl group to several lysine-containing peptides on the Intel
Arrays, as detected by probing with a pan-methyl antibody after the
PKMT reaction (Fig. 3b). Incubation with GST and then with panmethyl antibody or with pan-methyl antibody alone did not result in
the detection of peptide methylation (data not shown). The minimum
epitopes required for methylation of the Intel array peptides by SETD7
were Pro10Lys11Lys12 and Gly13Ser14Lys15.
Phosphorylation of H2B is involved in chromatin regulation and is
associated with the induction of apoptosis, specifically the phosphorylation of Ser14 (ref. 22). To determine whether specific kinase assays
could be performed on the Intel arrays, we synthesized two different
microarrays: one with a series of blocks containing sequentially growing peptides spanning a known phosphorylation target peptide (kemptide, LRRASL) of protein kinase A (PKA) (Supplementary Fig. 7a)

0.0

Autoantibody profiling of SLE sera using Intel arrays
We next assessed the ability of Intel arrays to detect H2B-reactive
autoantibodies in human samples. SLE is a heterogeneous disease
that is characterized by the development of IgG autoantibodies that
are directed against DNA- and RNA-associated proteins of the cell
nucleus23. Interferon-α (IFN-α) drives autoimmune processes in
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and another with tiled peptides surrounding H2B Ser14
(Supplementary Fig. 7e). Intel arrays incubated with PKA showed
site-specific phosphorylation of serine residues in both configurations (Supplementary Fig. 7b–e). The most optimal orientation for
H2B Ser14 phosphorylation seemed to be when Ser14 was flanked by
two C-terminal lysine residues; peptides with one lysine C-terminal
to Ser14 or in which Ser14 was the most C-terminal amino acid had
less phosphorylation (Supplementary Fig. 7e,f). This may indicate
that there are conformational requirements for the phosphorylation
of H2B by PKA.
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Figure 5 Differential reactivity to histone H2B peptides in a cohort of individuals with SLE. (a) Hierarchical clustering of peptide features identified by
SAM as being significantly more reactive (q value < 0.0001) in the sera of individuals with IFN-high SLE. Peptides containing the minimum epitope
Pro1Glu2Pro3Ala4Lys5 are highlighted in blue; peptides containing acetylated lysine at positions 12 and 15 are highlighted in green; peptides with
dimethlyated lysine at position 11 are highlighted in pink. (b) Representative images of individual grids from the Intel arrays probed with serum from
individuals with IFN-high SLE, individuals with IFN-low SLE and healthy controls. Grids containing H2B peptides with acetylated lysine incorporated
at position 12 (left). Grids containing H2B peptides with dimethylated lysine incorporated at position 11 (center). Grids containing unmodified H2B
peptides (right). The peptide features in the blue, green and pink boxes correspond to the sequences highlighted in those colors in a.
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SLE, and the level of IFN-α–driven pathology can be assessed by
determining the extent of IFN-α–dependent gene transcription, or
the so-called ‘interferon signature’, with a high interferon signature
(‘IFN-high’) correlating with increased SLE disease severity 24,25.
The presence of serum autoantibodies directed against a variety
of nuclear antigens, including histone proteins, is coincident with
an overabundance of serum IFN-α in SLE26. Furthermore, several
reports have described autoantibody reactivity to histone epitopes
that are modified post-translationally in mouse models of SLE and
human SLE18,27,28.
Using 30 sera from a cohort of patients with SLE participating
in the Autoimmune Biomarkers Collaborative Network (ABCoN)
study29 and profiled for IFN-α–induced gene expression25, we analyzed IgG reactivity to nucleosomes, individual purified H1, H2A,
H2B, a complex of H3 and H4 proteins and peptide fragments with
several acetylation and methylation modifications using traditional
spotted protein and peptide microarrays2. Using Significance Analysis
of Microarrays (SAM)30, we observed that serum IgG autoantibodies
from individuals with IFN-high SLE were significantly more reactive to whole-protein histone antigens (q value < 0.0001; Fig. 4a), as
well as to unmodified full-length H2B peptides and H2B peptides
containing acetylated lysine at positions 5, 12, 15 and 20 (q value
< 0.0001; Fig. 4b).
We tested whether Intel arrays could replicate our findings that
serum from individuals with IFN-high SLE is more reactive to
unmodified H2B peptides and H2B peptides with modified functional
groups than serum from individuals with IFN-low SLE, as well as
whether high-resolution mapping could define immunogenic regions
of H2B in IFN-α–driven SLE. The SAM algorithm identified several
classes of peptides on the Intel arrays that were significantly more
reactive to IgG from sera of individuals with IFN-high SLE (q value
< 0.0001; Fig. 5a). These included an unmodified region near the
N terminus of the peptide with a minimum amino acid sequence
of Pro1–Lys5 (Pro1Glu2Pro3Ala4Lys5), several peptides containing acetylated Lys12 and acetylated Lys15 and peptides containing
dimethylated Lys11 (Fig. 5a,b). Reactivity to peptides containing
Pro1–Lys5, acetylated Lys12, acetylated Lys15 or dimethylated Lys11
was largely absent in sera from individuals with IFN-low SLE and
healthy controls (Fig. 5b). We performed an ELISA validation of the
Intel array reactivity using full-length and truncated H2B peptides
and confirmed that serum from individuals with IFN-high SLE was
significantly more reactive to N-terminal H2B and to acetylated Lys12
and acetylated Lys15 of H2B (P < 0.05; Supplementary Fig. 8). These
data suggest that N-terminal reactivity to the minimum sequence
Pro1–Lys5, as well as reactivity to epitopes surrounding the indicated
acetylated and dimethylated lysine residues, may be important for
breaking tolerance to H2B and furthering autoantibody pathogenesis
in IFN-α–driven SLE.
DISCUSSION
Intel arrays constitute a considerable advance in proteomic analysis
as the first highly multiplex array platform with single–amino-acid
resolution that has utility in a variety of proteomic studies, including
epitope mapping and the characterization of diverse protein-protein
interactions. We showed the utility of the Intel arrays in epitope mapping of commercial antibodies directed against H2B. The ability of
the Intel arrays to resolve the reactivity of commercial antibodies
to peptides as small as two amino acids speaks to the high degree
of sensitivity and specificity of the platform and shows its potential for investigating basic immunological issues, such as the precise
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epitopes that are recognized by antibodies. A high-resolution epitope
mapping platform has application far beyond the characterization
of chromatin-binding antibodies. Within the last decade, there has
been great advancement of new monoclonal antibodies and other
protein engineering technologies that are geared toward the development of disease therapeutics31. As the field of antibody and protein
engineering evolves, it will be necessary to develop rapid, multiplex,
cost-effective testing platforms to determine precise target epitopes,
obtain information about interaction kinetics and determine whether
there is crossreactivity that may impede or enhance the activity of
engineered molecules.
We showed the ability of the Intel arrays to detect the sequencespecific activity of the PKMT SETD7 and PKA. These proof-of-concept
experiments demonstrate the power of Intel arrays for the discovery of
new targets of these and other protein-modification enzymes. We have
recently shown that a combination of methylation and phosphorylation regulates lymphocyte inflammatory responses through modifications of the NF-κB protein RelA by the PKMT SETD6 and protein
kinase C, ζ (PKC-ζ)32. Peptide arrays have been instrumental in the
discovery of these and other methylation targets of PKMTs21, suggesting that Intel arrays will be useful in this field. Kinases and PKMTs are
the targets of specific inhibitors, many of which have entered clinical
trials for the treatment of cancer and other diseases33. Given the ability of Intel arrays to resolve the specific activity of kinases and PKMT
enzymes in parallel, we believe that this platform is well suited for
inhibitor screening.
We also showed the utility of Intel arrays in defining epitopes within
unmodified and post-translationally modified H2B that are associated
with IFN-α–driven SLE. The identification of specific epitopes within
this important antigen may help better define IFN-α–driven autoantibody pathogenesis in SLE. As inhibitors of IFN-α and its receptor,
IFNAR, have entered phase 2 clinical trials in SLE, these arrays may be
useful in determining relevant clinical outcomes. Our results corroborate reports showing that autoantibodies targeting post-translational
modifications on histone proteins, notably acetylated and methylated epitopes, are associated with SLE pathogenesis18,27,28. They also
underscore the idea that high-resolution mapping on the Intel array
platform has great potential for identifying immunogenic regions
that are relevant to the pathogenesis of SLE in a rapid and reliable
way. Although peptide-based approaches have not been developed
sufficiently to replace the gold-standard antibody detection tests
performed in most clinics, several peptide platforms have been used
in the routine diagnosis of autoimmune diseases, including celiac
disease34 and rheumatoid arthritis35,36, and have been used to guide
a phase 2 vaccine trial in multiple sclerosis37. Accordingly, the Intel
array platform holds great promise in expanding the use of peptidebased diagnostic technology for the detection of relevant antibody
reactivity in the clinical setting.
One potential limitation of peptide arrays is their reliance on linear
peptide sequences, which precludes an assessment of conformational
protein epitopes. This limitation in characterizing protein-protein
interactions will diminish as technological advances improve the
diversity of protein conformations ‘in miniature’. Combining Intel
array technology with emerging advances in the synthesis of peptide
mimetics could directly address this limitation38.
Magnetic nanosensors are currently being developed to couple
high-resolution Intel peptide arrays with underlying, in silico technology, facilitating real-time detection of the kinetics of antibodypeptide interactions. Furthermore, we anticipate the rapid integration
of the Intel peptide array platform into existing magnetic nanosensor
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point-of-care technology39. The combination of these technologies
will yield a revolutionary tool for personalized, point-of-care proteomics and allow for reactions on submicron array features to be
detected in real time.
Methods
Methods and any associated references are available in the online
version of the paper.
Accession codes. All microarray data are deposited in the Gene
Expression Omnibus with accession codes GSE34034 (for data in
Figs. 2 and 3) and GSE34070 (for data in Figs. 4 and 5).
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Note: Supplementary information is available in the online version of the paper.
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Wafer derivatization and linker attachment. We derivatized blank 6-in
silicon wafers (Silicon Valley Microelectronics, Santa Clara, CA) by thermal
oxidation and then performed salination by immersion in a 0.5% (v/v) mixture
of 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in 95% ethyl
alcohol (EtOH, Sigma) for 30 min at room temperature. We then cured the
wafers at 100 °C for 1 h under ultrapure and ultradry N2 (Airgas, Sacramento,
CA) to crosslink the silane groups to each other and to the silicon surface. After
salination, we added a polyethylene glycol (PEG)6 linker to the wafer surface
to facilitate the addition of custom peptides.
Array patterning by photolithography and amino acid coupling. For waferscale array patterning, we used a spin coater (Brewer Science, Rolla, MO) to
apply a photosensitive imaging solution containing a photoacid generator and
a sensitizer in propylene glycol methyl ether acetate (PGMEA, Sigma). In a
class-10,000 clean room, we mounted the wafers on a computer-controlled
X-Y stage (Newport Corporation, Irvine, CA) and patterned the array features
by exposing selected areas of the wafer to ultraviolet (UV) light though a
virtual mask with a digital exposure tool modified from a digital light processing (DLP) device (Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX). At each coupling step, we
treated the UV-exposed wafers with coupling solution (t-BOC amino acid of
interest (Novabiochem, San Diego, CA), hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt, CPC
Scientific, Sunnyvale, CA) and N,N′-diisopropylcarbodiimide (DIC, CPC
Scientific) dissolved in N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP, Sigma) with a final
concentration of 0.1 M each) for 30 min at room temperature. After a brief
rinse in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF, Sigma), we transferred the wafers
into capping solution (5% Ac2O in DMF). We then washed the wafers extensively in DMF and 2-propanol (IPA, Sigma) in preparation for the subsequent
photolithography step.
Antibody-binding assays. We equilibrated the deprotected arrays by washing three times in PBS (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) and 0.1% Tween-20 (Sigma)
(PBST), once in PBS and then once in distilled H20. We diluted the commercial antibodies or serum from patients in peptide binding buffer (PBB)
(50 mM Tris (Mallinckrodt Baker, Phillipsburg, NJ), pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl
(Mallinckrodt AR, Phillipsburg, NJ), 0.05% NP-40 (Sigma) and 2.5% fetal calf
serum (FCS, Omega Scientific, Tarzana, CA)) and applied the samples to arrays
in 12-well tissue culture plates (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburg, PA) overnight at
4 °C on a rocking platform. We diluted all primary antibodies ((ab18977,
ab52988, ab62335, ab40886, Abcam) (07-751, Millipore)) 1:1,000 from the
original stocks as received from the vendors. After three washes in PBST, we
applied secondary goat mouse IgG-specific Cy5-conjugated antibody (115175-146, Jackson Immunoresearch, West Grove, PA), goat rabbit IgG-specific
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Alexa Fluor 647-conjugated antibody (A-31573, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) or
goat human IgG-specific Cy5-conjugated antibody (109-495-129, Jackson)
diluted to 0.375 µg ml−1 in PBST and 20% FCS for 45 min at room temperature
on a rocking platform. We then washed the arrays three times for 5 min each in
PBST and briefly rinsed them in PBS and distilled H20 before drying them in
microscope slide racks centrifuged at 300 g for 5 min at room temperature. We
immediately scanned and processed the arrays using an Axon digital scanning
system and performed analyses using Genepix Pro 6.1 software (Molecular
Devices, Sunnyvale, CA).
Methylation assay. We incubated arrays in a 12-well plate overnight on a rocking
platform at 30 °C in a reaction mixture containing 60 µg SETD7 or GST purified
proteins and 0.1 mM S-adenosylmethionine (AdoMet, Sigma) in a methylation
buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 10% glycerol, 20 mM KCl, 5 mM
MgCl2 and 1 mM phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride (Roche Pharmaceuticals,
San Francisco, CA) in a total reaction volume of 500 µl. After the methylation
reaction, we washed the arrays three times with PBST and then washed them
three times in PBST and 20% FCS. We then visualized the array peptide monomethylation using a rabbit polyclonal pan-methyl antibody (ab23366, Abcam,
Cambridge, MA) diluted to 0.25 µg ml−1 in PBST and 20% FCS.
Preclearing and peptide competition assay. For the preclearing experiments,
we incubated streptavidin-sepharose beads (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ)
with 0.2 mg ml−1 unmodified biotinylated histone peptide H2B 1–21, H2B
1–21 acetylated at Lys5, Lys12, Lys15 and Lys20 or H2B 1–21 containing
dimethylated Lys5 (W.M. Keck Foundation, Yale University) for 30 min at
room temperature, washed them twice in PBS and 10% FCS and then incubated the peptide-bound beads with commercial antibodies ((ab18977,
ab52988, ab62335, ab40886, Abcam) (07-751, Millipore)) diluted 1:1,000 in
PBB and 2.5% FCS for 20 min at room temperature. We then centrifuged the
bead and antibody mixture at 850 g for 1 min to pellet the bead complexes.
We repeated this procedure five times before incubation of the precleared
sample on arrays.
Sources of human samples and storage. We used serum samples from patients
with SLE collected as part of the ABCoN29 maintained at −80 °C. Clinical
information and research protocols for study enrollment, sample collection
and processing are available as previously reported25. Approval for use of the
ABCoN samples was granted by the University of Minnesota Institutional
Review Board, 0110M09982, last approval date 10/13/2011.
Additional methods. Detailed methodology is described in the Supplementary
Methods.
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